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Learn. Practice. Survive. Prepare. Survival situations can happen when least anticipated. The best defense
is understanding and self-confidence in the skills which will keep you alive--whether it's for some hours,
times or long term. With 365 abilities inside this publication, there'365 Essential Survival Abilities
comprises the very best knowledge, guidelines available in the world today, and each skill is described in
fun, easy-to-learn ways that any student--greenhorn or seasoned--will grab with a little practice.s a lot of
practice to maintain you busy year-round. Don' The difference between existence and death in a survival
setting is a very slim margin.t take any kind of chances--learn how exactly to keep yourself as well as your
family alive. FEATURING:Skills relevant to all seasons of the year and desert, woodland, prairie,
mountain and urban environmentsVital insights on the four primary survival needs--shelter, fire, water and
foodOther topics such as navigation, medical, tools, signaling, self-defense and morePractical applications
for campers, hunters, anglers, hikers, climbers, skiers and all who venture outdoorsLinks to
comprehensive, in-depth video demonstrations
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Marvelous Resource!! Videos are great as additional enhancements, however when I buy a difficult copy
reserve, I expect it in order to standalone. There are great parts in it but if I were to carry a book with me
in a back pack I want a comprehensive book.. Recommend highly If you don't get access to a computer ,
don't get this,.. Use your money to buy an excellent survival guide. Most of what's in right here does not
have examples of images. Half of the suggestions refer you to a computer video. Plenty of unique
Bushcraft ideas for every season, terrain and basic need you may have. I like how Creek went
approximately organizing this particular book. It looks at survival skills from different angles, i. some
good stuff. I hope never to maintain a life or death survival scenario and my wish is that I possibly could
apply a few of these skills to help make the difference. He also will a great work linking you to expanded
content from his site that enhances his publication. One Star Not simply because expected, you need to
look online for knots and additional know how's ? Perfect for basic skill teaching. seasonal, most
important needs, different terrains in addition to variations for some of the skills. So many of these skills
aren't unique to a survival scenario...actually all of them can be used while you're in the outdoors to
enhance your experience. It also tells me you do not have to bring every little thing with you but instead
improvise a little bit with what's available around you.! Disappointed but still a Creek Stewart fan. I'm a
big enthusiast of Creek Stewart, and I have quite a few of his other books, all of which I would rate 5
stars.. Having said that, this publication disappointed me. There have been often 3 abilities to a full page,
which doesn't permit much explanation. A few of the abilities, such as a lot of the knots, had no
illustrations, but referenced an on line video. Be it water handling, fire starting, shelter building, foraging
for food, tying useful knots, preparing food in the wild or building traps for food, this quantity is chock
full of informational "how to" notations. A few of the abilities needed an illustration or picture but didn't
have either..With Creek's immense experience and expertise, I expected new material, with enough
description and illustration to mention the info well. I'm disappointed but nonetheless a fan, and would
still choose the book... There are good parts in it but if I were to carry . When you see survival skills in the
name you think it can help in a survival circumstance but throughout you are instructed to get on the
internet and view videos for the skill and in a survival situation you won't have the web to make use of.
You could read one a day time for a year, Perhaps, but it's worth reading it through all at one time then
practicing a skill a day. some good stuff. if McGyver was an Eagle Scout and lived in the woods. A few of
the 365 skills are duplicates of these released in his Survival Hacks book. Book would be great if it would
have color images.e... very creative most of which you won't find anywhere else. I have never didn't learn
something useful from one of his books, and there is new and useful details in this book... a must add to
your survivalist library Sort of a Re-hash, but fairly great anyway If you already have some of Creek's
books, this might feel a little bit such as a re-hash. The book is good general, but a reserve that mentions
quite a few knots should include how exactly to tie them rather than "look at this webpage".. That is
partly by style since the skills are grouped by period.I like the other Creek Stewart books that I own, but
this one is somewhat disappointing. You can show that he place a lot of time and idea into his publication
and it had been worth the wait. Great book, perfect for curious kids attempting to learn basic skills. Great
book Great book Three Stars Not bad. Read it Good stuff Getting back again to basics Excellent read,
invaluable. Each one of the 365 skills is a good skill to know, but the skills jump everywhere rather than
being grouped collectively by subject.!. Only black and white pictures ! It’s all black and white!.! The
more you understand the less you should haul on your back..! Five Stars Very well Written Book, Four
Stars like it
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